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Write the type of the phrasal verb in the column:

Write the type of the phrasal verb in the column:

PHRASAL VERB
go up / down (st)
come up / down (st)
fall down
come / go back
take / send st back
kiss / hug sb back
feel down / up
cheer (sb) up
go away
keep away (from st/sb)

TYPE

MEANING

1 (or 3)

3 or 7
3 or 7
7
2
2
2
9 or 5
5
1
1
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turn st up / down

4 or 8

turn st up / down

4 or 8

eat / drink (st) up

6

eat / drink (st) up

6

look up to sb

3

look up to sb

3

look down on sb

7

look down on sb

7

put / keep / try st on
take st off
stay off (st)
turn st on / off

13
15
15
13 or 15

put / keep / try st on
take st off
stay off (st)
turn st on / off

13
15
15
13 or 15

keep on (doing st)

14

keep on (doing st)

14

fly over (st)

10

fly over (st)

10

In a few minutes you are going to have a conversation about
some good and not-so-good things about your family.
(You can invent them if you like.)
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Think of what you would like to say while using some of
the above phrasal verbs. Try writing out a few sentences to
explore a bit while preparing for the conversation.

Think of what you would like to say while using some of
the above phrasal verbs. Try writing out a few sentences to
explore a bit while preparing for the conversation.

Here are a few more possible verbs to include:
●look like sb
●take after sb
●look after sb/st
●take care of sb/st
●bring sb up
●grow up
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If you feel confident about these phrasal verbs, try using
some of them in different verb tenses (past, present or
future references using simple, continuous and perfect
forms)
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Another possibility for speaking is to talk about some good
and not-so good things about school or your work.

Another possibility for speaking is to talk about some good
and not-so good things about school or your work.

Here are a few more possible verbs to include:
●take (st) over
●do st over
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